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We meet 
on-site again

1 day on-site 
3 modules online

DGFP // Annual Global 
Mobility Conference 2022
Setting up the right frameworks, tools and policies for better global mobility.

Three virtual modules lasting up to four hours: October 13th, 18th and 20th 2022 and 
one optional module on October 11th live on stage at the GIZ in Bonn

Focus Topics:

//   Working from abroad: Gaining more freedom for employees

//   Flexible policies: Applying greater flexibility to global mobility programs

//   Tools & automation: Setting up effective IT-based tools

//   Local vs. global: Choosing the right provider for global mobility business

//   Assignments in China: Dealing with current and upcoming challenges

Sponsors: 
  

https://dgfp.de


DGFP // Annual Global Mobility 
Conference 2022
Anyone who thought that global mobility would find its way back to normal once the pandemic 
is overcome is mistaken. Neither does the crisis seem to have ended yet, nor have the 
challenges become fewer: mobile working from abroad, differentiation of types of secondment, 
continuous restrictions in China, not to mention the war in Ukraine – the function is facing a 
multitude of obstacles. 

How can we design future policies so the individual wishes of employees and the requirements 
of companies are met? How to find legal solutions to enable safe working from European and 
non-European countries? When do in-house solutions make sense, and when does outsourcing 
or purchasing from other sources make sense? How can the employee experience be improved 
for employees working on international assignments? In order to make their workforce mobile 
and attract talents, employers have to develop and implement new solutions.

We warmly invite you to join the third DGFP // Annual Global Mobility Conference 2022 and 
discuss developments in the field of global mobility with speakers from medium sized 
companies and corporations like AIRINC Europe, BMW, Delivery Hero, Fresenius Medical Care, 
Henkel, IU, KUKA, MBCC Group, Nestlé Deutschland, PwC, Robert Bosch, RWE, Siemens, 
Siemens Energy and TRATON.

Join us digitally and on-site and benefit from numerous advantages:

//  Finally, we meet again live: Optionally book the presence day on September 11th at the GIZ 
in Bonn. We designed interactive formats and entertaining sessions to enable lively and 
 direct exchanges with other participants and speakers.

//  On the safe side: If the pandemic situation does not allow it, the on-site day will also take 
place online. In that case, we will only charge the online price. Should it be too difficult 
for you to attend in person, you can cancel your booking for the day on-site free of charge 
until shortly before the event.

//  Suitable format: The digital part of the event will take place over 3 days lasting 4 hours 
each: in the mornings of October 13th, 18th and 20th 2022. This means it can be easily 
 integrated into the working day – without any travel time or costs involved.

//  Live and not canned: Interact with our speakers and ask your questions online.

//  Fair pricing system: You cannot participate in all online modules? Pass your access on to  
a colleague at no additional cost for that day.

Convinced? Then book your ticket for the digital DGFP // Annual Global Mobility Conference 
2022 now at www.dgfp.de/annual-global-mobility-conference.
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9:30–10:00

Welcome
Thorsten Schäfer-Gümbel, Member of Board and CHRO,  
Deutsche Gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

Daniel Zinner, Associate Partner at CLEVIS Consult & Co-Founder  
of Noah Mobility

10:00–11:00

Eric Gangey, Head of RWE Global Mobility Hub, RWE AG

Global Mobility Transformation within the RWE Transformation
RWE's ambition to be climate neutral by 2040 with clean, secure and affordable 
energy sets the target for a profound transformation of the entire RWE Group. 
Through this transformation the framework conditions and requirements for the 
Global Mobility function have changed substantially in a time of overall high 
 change and upheaval. 

Understand what has guided RWE in the transformation of the Global Mobility 
function, how the group has approached the process and what progress was 
achieved so far.

11:00–11:30  Coffeebreak

First module (optional) 11.10.2022, 9:30–17:30

In Bonn  
at the GIZ

Facilitation DGFP // Annual Global Mobility Conference 2022  
Daniel Zinner, Associate Partner at CLEVIS Consult & Co-Founder of Noah Mobility
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11:30–12:30

Benedikt Reich, Senior Consultant Digital Solutions Purchasing,  
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA

Wiebke Winkelmann, HR Manager Global Social Security, Henkel AG & Co. KGaA

Henkel's digital solution for travel compliance
International business travel leads to various compliance risks. Henkel decided 
to utilize the existing service portal and channels instead of a new stand-alone 
interface, creating a platform with different integrations. The Secure Travel Tool 
was developed by the Tax and HR departments in cooperation with the 
 Corporate Security department. It offers a high flexibility for front-end and 
 back-end to cover and adjust requirements regarding Security, HR, Tax and 
 Social Security including the option of approval rules.

Learn more about Henkel's digital solution for travel compliance.

12:30–13:30 Lunchbreak

13:30–14:30

Christine Ebert-Eigler, Senior Director Global Mobility,  
Fresenius Medical Care AG & Co. KGaA

Temporary work from other European countries at  
Fresenius Medical Care
The pandemic has shown that many things which seemed unrealistic before are in 
fact possible. Temporary work across national borders is a prominent example.

Understand how Fresenius Medical Care manages temporary work from other 
 European countries and how the company has overcome the hurdles.

14:30–14:45 Coffeebreak

14:45–15:45

Frank Hohns, Global Mobility Leader,  
PwC GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Flex Work Abroad: How PwC digitalized this process  
for its employees
#FlexWorkAbroad, #InternationalRemoteWork or #Workation: three terms for 
one and the same topic. Almost every company already grants – or at least 
 considers – granting their employees the possibility to work from abroad for a 
limited period of time. The companies motives to offer Flex Work from abroad 
are as various as their staff's. But how can employers succeed in creating  
flexible working models whilst ensuring compliance and resource-efficiency?

Using the example of PwC, we show how the process from the request to the 
 implementation of relevant compliance issues can be digitalized.

15:45–16:15 Coffeebreak
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16:15–17:15

Open Discussion with speakers and participants 
Key takeaways for tackling current challenges  
in Global Mobility

Christine Ebert-Eigler, 
Fresenius Medical 
Care AG & Co. KGaA

Eric Gangey,  
RWE AG

Frank Hohns,  
PwC GmbH Wirtschafts-
prüfungsgesellschaft

Wiebke Winkelmann,  
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA

17:15–17:30 Closing
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9:00–9:15

Welcome
Elisabeth Bartke, Manager Topics and Products,  
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e. V. 

Daniel Zinner, Associate Partner at CLEVIS Consult & Co-Founder  
of Noah Mobility

9:15–10:00

Prof. Dr. Stefan Remhof, Professor of International Management,  
IU Internationale Hochschule

Self-initiated expats as the New Normal: Chances or 
 challenges for organizations?
Expat management is changing: In the past, companies mainly relied on assigned 
expatriates – employees who were dispatched abroad by their organization. 
As part of their individual career planning, expats tend to create their own flexible 
career path. Individuals who decide to live and work abroad on their own take 
their careers in their own hands without direct support from their company. 
The term self-initiated expats describes this category of expatriates who were 
not transferred overseas by an organization but are self-motivated to work 
 abroad and pursue an international career themselves. 

Learn how companies need to adapt to this trend by offering flexible solutions  
of new work.

10:00–10:15 Break

Second module 13.10.2022, 09:00–12:00

Start online 
modules
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10:15–11:00

Kristina Klag, Expert International HR, TRATON SE

TRATON´s approach for Self-initiated Assignment
In 2019, truck manufacturer TRATON and the related brands introduced a program 
that is specifically designed to create new opportunities for international mobility 
within the group for all employees: Self-Initiated Assignment (SIA). This form of 
secondment combines the personal interests of employees with the strategic 
corporate objective of promoting international exchange. SIA aims to motivate 
and involve employees who, for personal reasons, are looking for a new experi-
ence by working and living abroad for a period of 1-3 years. What is unique about 
SIA is that every employee can qualify for this type of assignment and is given 
the opportunity to gain international experience. This helps shape TRATON's 
global and diversity culture.

Find out how TRATON designed the SIA and what experience the company  
is gaining with it.

11:00–11:15 Break

11:15–12:00 Uhr

Mira Pathak, Senior Manager – Client Solutions EMEA, AIRINC Europe

A brief history of long-term assignments and how they  
are changing
The world of Global Mobility is changing faster than ever before. Multiple policies 
have evolved to meet companies’ increasingly complex talent mobility needs. 
The pandemic has accelerated this change, with the introduction of remote 
working and virtual assignments. With this much going on, it becomes easy to 
overlook traditional long-term assignments. However, LTAs continue to play 
a key role in most mobility programs. Long-term policies are not static. They 
too are evolving to address specific needs, from cost containment to flexibility, 
from DE&I initiatives to sustainability. 

Learn with the help of AIRINC´s new long-term assignment benchmarking 
 survey how widespread LTAs continue to be, what has changed and what 
 remained the same.
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9:00–9:15

Welcome
Daniel Zinner, Associate Partner at CLEVIS Consult & Co-Founder  
of Noah Mobility

9:15–10:00

Yuki Watanabe, Global Mobility Leader, Delivery Hero

Delivering values: Talent Mobility Programs by Delivery Hero
Pandemic brought Global Mobility function into the light – the function with 
great agility, capable of navigating quickly evolving situation in the unprecedent-
ed scale of the COVID-19 outbreak. As lockdown continued, digital food and gro-
cery business boomed and the talent needs exploded.

Learn how and what talent solutions Delivery Hero created to support global 
business expansion, protect employees and the company and meet employee 
needs through and beyond pandemic.

10:00–10:15 Break

10:15–11:00

Gudrun Kipp, Director Process Excellence International Mobility,  
Robert Bosch GmbH

Work from Anywhere @Bosch
The demands for mobile working from third countries within and without the 
 European Union has increased within the last two years. Meeting these require-
ments is essential for employers like Bosch to remain attractive.

Learn more about Bosch´s approach to meet these demands using a partially 
automated in-house developed solution, and about their very first experiences 
with the process.

11:00–11:15 Break

Third module 18.10.2022, 09:00–13:00
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11:15–12:00

Alexander Bergmann, Head of Global Assignments, BMW AG

Thomas Dirrigl, Head of Assignments Management, BMW AG

Expat experience in volatile times: Global Assignments  
in and for China at BMW
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, framework conditions for assignments in China 
have changed significantly. The current handling of the situation in China shows 
on a small scale which optimization levers are available as global assignment 
management and how to manage them usefully. The art lies in the appropriate 
combination of local and central measures and a close alignment with the 
 department. On a larger scale, the expat experience is the reference point for 
optimization.

Learn from the situation in China how BMW reacted quickly, agilely, and 
 pragmatically to changing conditions.

12:00–12:15 Uhr Break

12:15–13:00 Uhr

Meike Geiken, Head of Global Framework, Global Mobility Management,  
Siemens AG

Global vs. local provider / inhouse vs. outsourcing:  
A Siemens case study
Is Strategic Provider Management only relevant for large expat populations? 
How could centralized KPI`s, cost controlling and reporting on provider services 
help run a successful global mobility management program? And how can 
Global Mobility Management fill the gap between Traveler, Business Unit, 
 Compliance and Strategy Units?

Learn more about the way Siemens has been dealing with providers and 
 outsourcing matters.
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9:00–9:15

Welcome
Daniel Zinner, Associate Partner at CLEVIS Consult & Co-Founder  
of Noah Mobility

9:15–10:00

Dörte Heyden, Global Mobility Manager, Siemens Energy Global GmbH & Co. KG

Siemens Energie´s challenges in International Project Business
International project business requires international expertise and specialists in 
various areas such as Corporate Tax, Immigration, Personal Income & Wage Tax, 
or Social Security. Moreover, the specialists must work closely together to 
 develop a coherent and feasible concept for project business in specific countries. 

Get some interesting insights into how this is done at Siemens Energy.

10:00–10:15 Break

10:15–11:00

Weia Koukoulidou, Head of International Assignments, KUKA AG

KUKA´s new approach of Global Mobility Policies
KUKA says goodbye to the traditional approach of selecting the policy according 
to the duration of the assignment (long-term and short-term) and will select the 
approach based on the business needs only:

// Strategic Expatriate Policy: Applicable for senior management/CEO/CFO 
 assignments or companies willing to assign such positions for strategic 
 business reasons 

// Project Expatriate Policy: Applicable for project assignments to other entities 

// Talent Mobility Policy: Applicable for young talents ready to take their next 
career step (horizontal or vertical), usually employee driven

Learn more about KUKA´s new approach of Global Mobility Policies.

11:00–11:15 Break

Fourth module 20.10.2022, 09:00–13:00
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11:15–12:00

Borja Burguillos, Global Lead of Compensation, Benefits & Mobility,  
MBCC Group

From a long-term mobility approach to a cost efficient approach: 
A huge change in MBCC Group´s Mobility philosophy
Learn more about MBCC Group´s journey and their philosophy shift from a 
 long-term mobility approach with focus on talent development to a cost efficient 
approach in a private equity environment.

12:00–12:15 Uhr Break

12:15–13:00 Uhr

Discussion: 
The end of Global Mobility as we knew it?

Meike Geiken,  
Head of Global 
 Framework, Global 
Mobility Management, 
Siemens AG

Gudrun Kipp,  
Director Process 
 Excellence Inter-
national Mobility,  
Robert Bosch GmbH

Weia Koukoulidou, 
Head of International 
Assignments,  
KUKA AG

Heiko Rangwich, 
Head of CoC Total 
Rewards and Global 
Mobility, Nestlé 
Deutschland AG
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DGFP // Annual Global Mobility 
Conference 2022
Three virtual modules lasting up to four hours: October 13th, 18th and 20th 2022 and  
one optional module on October 11th live on stage at the GIZ in Bonn 

Organiser 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V. // Linkstraße 2 // 10785 Berlin

Register online at:

www.dgfp.de/annual-global-mobility-conference
Fees Annual Conference 
only online : € 675,– Members DGFP e. V. // € 960,– Non-members 
complete (1 module live + 3 modules online): € 1.125,– Members DGFP e. V. // € 1.410,– Non-members

Book our all-inclusive carefree package: The ticket price for our package “complete” includes i.a. lunch and on-site catering. 
Once registered, you receive further information regarding accommodation. 

Our promise for you: If the pandemic situation should not allow an on-site event, module 1 will also take place online. In this 
case we would only charge you the online price. Should you have any doubts regarding a physical participation shortly before 
the event, we gladly offer you the possibility to change your ticket to the online package until October 4th.

The conference is divided into four modules, which do not build on each other with regard to content. If participation in a  mo-
dule is not possible, another person from the company may attend that module.

Get in touch with us! We will be happy to assist you. 
Christina Jaeger // Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e. V. // Linkstraße 2 // 10785 Berlin 
Fon 030 814554-3720 // e-mail veranstaltungen@dgfp.de

Our General Terms and Conditions apply, for detailed information please visit www.dgfp.de/agb.

Media partner:

 

 

Book  
now!

https://twitter.com/dgfp
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Deutsche-Gesellschaft-f%C3%BCr-Personalf%C3%BChrung-eV-DGFP/124425560917638
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dgfp/albums
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